The Founder’s word

The establishment of RightPath Career Counselling was based on the vision to serve the students seeking for great academic and career options. With advancements in different sectors around the world, it has become a necessity to be able to compete on global trends and meet international standards. Thus, aspiring to encourage Nepal’s youth towards learning and innovation, RightPath Career Counselling will continue to serve its clients to the best of its capacities. Throughout my experience I have felt immense pleasure as our company moves forward leading the young ones towards a better future. Every member of RightPath believes in consistent growth and progress which is a matter of great satisfaction; we will continue to grow.

Who we are and what we do

A little something about us.

The Rightpath Career Counselling Pvt. Ltd. is a multidimensional educational institute, legally registered with Nepal government and situated at the heart of capital city. RightPath Career Counselling was established on November 7th, 2016. Ever since we have been doing tremendously well in our field and we look forward to continuing our ventures of providing high quality and professional advice to students who aim to study abroad. At RightPath Career Counselling we believe in opportunity for all; especially for those in need. It is run by young and expert manpower involved in different reputed educational organizations. This company is also supported by experts engaged in renowned universities and colleges allowing us the huge coverage of recruits for abroad study.

RightPath Career Counselling is an authorized representative of various colleges and universities from different countries i.e. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, UK, Japan, various European countries and India. We deliver appropriate guidance and detailed information about education abroad to help students get admission in reputed university / college, for short-term as well as long-term academic activities, with scholarship and grant.

It has been a long run

The Rightpath Career Counselling Pvt. Ltd. is a multidimensional educational institute, legally registered with Nepal government and situated at the heart of capital city. RightPath Career Counselling was established on November 7th, 2016. Ever since we have been doing tremendously well in our field and we look forward to continuing our ventures of providing high quality and professional advice to students who aim to study abroad.
Growth Structure & Target
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Others
We’re on a mission – it’s you!

We believe that the young ones today are meant to do great things, explore the best parts of them and achieve higher. The growing international academic trends allow an individual to become globally competent and pave a successful career path; however, the directions matter – that is where we come in!

Our experienced education counsellors are eager to advise students on suitable courses and career opportunities according to their educational background, interests, aptitude, and aspirations. Having a broad network with education providers, we are able to suggest a wide range of study options and programmes to meet personal needs.

RightPath provides a whole range of services and ensures quality while always keeping the satisfaction of its clients a top priority. Our services include:

- **Abroad study counselling:** With our one-to-one expert counselling, we help determine a feasible career path and suitable study destination.

- **Test preparation:** Our qualified trainers assist us to the best of their abilities in providing various international test trainings i.e. IELTS, TOEFL, GRE, GMAT, SAT, PTE, JLPT.

- **Admission abroad:** Our partnership with foreign educational institutions including colleges and universities allows us to enrol students into different courses as per their chosen field of choice, be it management, engineering, medical, arts or hospitality.

- **Hosting different programmes:** We organize various informative academic programmes such as education exhibitions, seminars as well as interview sessions.

- **Visa assistance:** We prepare error-free applications, gain timely correspondence and the best possible results.

- **Financial management and bookings:** With our expert guidance, students are made well-aware about financial expenses and how to manage them in a country overseas. We also help book air tickets.

- **Scholarship assistance:** With the help of our resources, we keep updates about scholarships as and when they become available.

- **Home-stay accommodation and airport pick-up:** We make sure that our clients are properly welcomed as they enter a foreign land and also help arrange home-stay accommodation for them.

We have envisioned a great future for you!

Philip DC
Founder/CEO